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Lung cancer patients with mutations in epidermal growth factor receptor

(EGFR) benefit from treatments targeting tyrosine kinase inhibitors

(TKIs). However, both intrinsic and acquired resistance of tumors to TKIs

are common, and EGFR variants have been identified that are resistant to

multiple TKIs. In the present study, we characterized selected EGFR vari-

ants previously observed in lung cancer patients and expressed in a murine

bone marrow pro-B Ba/F3 cell model. Among these EGFR variants, we

report that an exon 20 deletion/insertion mutation S768insVGH is resistant

to erlotinib (a first-generation TKI), but sensitive to osimertinib (a third-

generation TKI). We also characterized a rare exon 21 germline variant,

EGFR P848L, which transformed Ba/F3 cells and conferred resistance to

multiple EGFR-targeting TKIs. Our analysis revealed that P848L (a) does

not bind erlotinib; (b) is turned over less rapidly than L858R (a common

tumor-derived EGFR mutation); (c) is not autophosphorylated at Tyr 1045

[the major docking site for Cbl proto-oncogene (c-Cbl) binding]; and (d)

does not bind c-Cbl. Using viability assays including 300 clinically relevant

targeted compounds, we observed that Ba/F3 cells transduced with EGFR

P848L, S768insVGH, or L858R have very different drug-sensitivity pro-

files. In particular, EGFR P848L, but not L858R or S768insVGH, was sen-

sitive to multiple Janus kinase 1/2 inhibitors. In contrast, cells driven by

L858R, but not by P848L, were sensitive to multikinase MAPK/extracellu-

lar-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) kinase and ERK inhibitors including

EGFR-specific TKIs. These observations suggest that continued investiga-

tion of rare TKI-resistant EGFR variants is warranted to identify optimal

treatments for cancer.

Cancer-associated kinase domain variants in the epi-

dermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) are common in

non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) as they can result

in the increased ligand-independent kinase activity of

the receptor. The most common and well-characterized

activating EGFR mutations are various in-frame
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deletion (del) around the LREA region of amino acids

747–750 within exon 19 (del19) and exon 21 mutations

resulting in the L858R substitution [1–3]. Another

10% of well-characterized EGFR mutations involve

exons 18 and 20 [1,3]. The mutational status of EGFR

and its downstream signaling molecules have implica-

tions for treatment response. First-generation tyrosine

kinase inhibitors (TKIs), including gefitinib and erloti-

nib, significantly improve progression-free survival in

stage IV lung cancer patients who are positive for acti-

vating EGFR mutations such as L858R and del19 [4].

However, the effectiveness of individual TKIs may

depend upon the exact nature of the EGFR mutations

[5]. Subgroup analyses have suggested that the benefit

of EGFR TKIs is greater in EGFR mutants with

deleted exon 19 [6,7], compared to the exon 21 L858R

substitution, although these findings are not universal

[8,9]. Unlike EGFR exon 19 del and L858R mutants,

most NSCLCs with EGFR exon 20 insertion (ins)

mutations do not respond to gefitinib or erlotinib and

the mechanism of drug resistance remains unresolved

[2].

Although most EGFR-positive NSCLC patients

show initial benefit upon TKI treatment, acquired

resistance ultimately leads to disease progression

within ~ 1 year. Among the several molecular mecha-

nisms of resistance to EGFR TKIs, the ‘gatekeeper’

mutation T790M is best characterized and observed in

60% of NSCLC patients [10]. To specifically target

T790M and other resistant mutations, second- and

third-generation TKIs have been developed, such as

Gilotrif (afatinib), AZD 9291 (osimertinib), and CO-

1686 (rociletinib) [11–13]. Not surprisingly, novel

mutations are emerging, and among these, the exon 19

L747P and exon 20 C797S mutations are found to

impute resistance to gefitinib and osimertinib, respec-

tively [13–15]. While we can predict the drug sensitivity

of the majority of cancer-associated EGFR variants,

there are less common EGFR variants [16–24] that

remain poorly characterized, and thus, their clinical

relevance remains unclear. In the present study, we

have used a Ba/F3 cell line model to rapidly assess the

transforming activity and drug sensitivity of a selected

cohort of EGFR variants, and included some that are

reported previously [16–23,25] and some novel variants

from a recently published cohort of Hispanic lung can-

cer patients [24]. Results show that most of the

selected EGFR variants transform Ba/F3 cells and a

few were found to be resistant to TKIs. The most

interesting example is an exon 21 germline variant

(P848L) that is resistant to all EGFR-targeted TKIs

tested, but is sensitive to multiple Janus kinase inhibi-

tors (JAKis). Taken together, our findings suggest that

more work is needed to evaluate the nature of rare

EGFR variants in lung cancer and that JAKis may

represent a new strategy to inhibit rare variants of

EGFR that do not respond to EGFR-targeted TKIs.

Methods

Cell culture, transient transfection, retrovirus

production, retroviral infection, and generation of

stable lines

Gene Oracle Inc. (Santa Clara, CA, USA) used a semi-syn-

thetic site-specific mutagenesis approach and constructs we

provided to generate EGFR wild-type (WT) and mutant con-

structs in a pBabe-puro retroviral vector. Each mutant con-

struct was sequence-verified. 293T cells were grown in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco, Gaithersburg,

MD, USA) with 10% FBS (Gibco), 100 units�mL�1 peni-

cillin and streptomycin, and 0.1 mmol�L�1 MEM nonessen-

tial amino acids (Mediatech, Inc., Holly Hill, FL, USA). Ba/

F3 cells were grown in RPMI containing 10% FBS, peni-

cillin/streptomycin, and 5% WEHI-3 cell-conditioned med-

ium as a source of interleukin-3 (IL-3; Corning, Corning,

NY, USA). 293T cells were transfected with empty pBabe-

puro vector, WT EGFR, or mutant EGFR pBabe-puro con-

structs, along with viral packaging vectors (pVPack; Agilent

Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA), using Lipofectamine

2000 following the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA, USA). Retrovirus was generated, and retrovi-

ral infections were performed as previously described [26].

Briefly, stable polyclonal cell lines were generated by select-

ing pBabe-puro virus-infected cells with puromycin

(1.0 lg�mL�1). IL-3 was reduced by half every 2 days over a

period of 2 weeks. EGFR protein expression levels in IL-3-

independent cells were evaluated by western blot analysis.

EGFR variant expression in Ba/F3 cells was also confirmed

by target-specific EGFR sequencing. Briefly, RNA was

extracted from mutant-expressing Ba/F3 cell lines per stan-

dard protocol (RNeasy Mini Kit; Qiagen, Germantown,

MD, USA). Total RNA was reverse-transcribed into single-

stranded cDNA using iScriptTM cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-

Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The cDNA regions of EGFR

(exons 18–21) were then PCR-amplified and sequenced with

EGFR-specific forward (50-AGATCAAAGTGCTGGGCT

CC-30) and reverse (50-TCTTTCTCCGCACCCAG-30) pri-

mers. During sequence verification, it was observed that only

V834L-expressed cell line has generated additional mutation

at the position E804 to K, which might be due to the effect of

multiple subculturing. Growth curves were generated by

plating Ba/F3 cells at 50 000 cells�mL�1, and viable cells

were counted by trypan blue exclusion every 2 days until cell

density reached 106 cells�mL�1 at which point the cells were

replated at 50 000 cells�mL�1. Pooled stable cells that were

transformed to IL-3 independence were used for drug-sensi-

tivity experiments.
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Drugs and antibodies

Erlotinib, osimertinib, and AZD1480 were obtained from

Selleckchem (Houston, TX, USA), CL-387 785 was pur-

chased from Enzo Life Sciences (Farmingdale, NY, USA),

and ruxolitinib was purchased from ChemieTek (Indi-

anapolis, IN, USA). One and ten millimolar stock solutions

of TKIs were prepared in DMSO. The following antibodies

from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA, USA) were used:

EGFR phospho-Tyr 992, phospho-Tyr1045, phospho-

Tyr1068, phospho-Tyr1173, EGFR (D38B1XP), phospho-

p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (Thr202/Tyr204) (20G11), p44/42

MAPK (Erk1/2), phospho-STAT3 (Tyr 705), STAT3, phos-

pho-STAT5 (Tyr694), JAK1, JAK2, JAK2-pY-1007/1008,

and c-Cbl GRB2. STAT5 (c-17) was purchased from Santa

Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX, USA), and anti-b-actin
was from Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA).

Cell proliferation and viability assays

Ba/F3 cells stably expressing mutant EGFR proteins were

seeded in 12-well plates (100 000 cells�well�1), incubated

either with vehicle control (DMSO) or with the indicated

concentrations of inhibitors for 3 days. Generally, cell via-

bility was determined using a hemocytometer and the try-

pan blue dye exclusion assay. The sensitivity of EGFR

variants to TKIs was evaluated using the high-throughput

CellTiter-Glo assay. Briefly, 1000 cells�well�1 were seeded

into black clear-bottom 384-well plates. Vehicle control (fi-

nal DMSO concentration of 0.4%) and either erlotinib or

osimertinib were added immediately after seeding. Cells

were incubated in a 37 °C 5% CO2 incubator for 3 days

prior to analysis with CellTiter-Glo luminescent reagent

(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Data were recorded using

M5 Spectramax plate reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose,

CA, USA), cell viability was normalized to vehicle-treated

wells, and data were fit to a sigmoidal dose–response curve

using GRAPHPAD PRISM 6 (San Diego, CA, USA). All the

experiments were performed in triplicate. A further drug

screening study was extended using 300 clinically relevant

small molecule drugs and probes of various classes includ-

ing, but not limited to EGFRi, JAKi, mTORi, MAPK/ex-

tracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) kinase inhibitors

(MEKi) PI3Ki, AKTi, and ERKi. Mutant-expressing Ba/

F3 cells were treated for 72 h with 0.1 and 1 lM of each

compound in biological duplicate, and viability was deter-

mined using CellTiter-Glo as described previously with

minor modifications [27].

Western blotting

Whole-cell protein extraction was performed by pelleting the

cells by centrifugation in cold 1X PBS and lysed in NP40 buf-

fer [50-mmol�L�1 Tris (pH 8.0), 150-mmol�L�1 NaCl, 1.0%

NP40, and 1X Proteinase Inhibitor Cocktail Set (Calbiochem,

San Diego, CA, USA) and phosphatase inhibitor (Santa Cruz

Biotechnology)]. Protein concentration was determined using

the Pierce BCA protein assay reagent (Thermo Scientific,

Waltham, MA, USA). Protein lysates (40 lg) were resolved

by SDS/PAGE and transferred to Immobilon-P membranes

(Millipore, Danvers, VA, USA), and incubated overnight in

corresponding primary antibody at 4 °C. Secondary antibod-

ies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (GE Healthcare,

Waukesha, WI, USA) were used, and chemiluminescence

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used for detection.

Immunoprecipitation

Ba/F3 cells were serum-starved for 24 h prior to treatment

with 100-ng�mL�1 EGF (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzer-

land) for 30 min. Cells were harvested and washed once

with PBS, and lysates were prepared in IP lysis buffer

(0.025-M Tris, 0.15-M NaCl, 0.001-M EDTA, 1% NP40, 5%

glycerol; pH 7.4) from Pierce Biotechnology (Rockford, IL,

USA) with Complete Mini Protease Inhibitor Cocktail

(Roche Diagnostics). Immunoprecipitation was carried out

using Pierce Immunoprecipitation Kit (Pierce). Briefly, the

EGFR, or c-Cbl, antibody was allowed to bind the protein

A/G plus agarose in the resin column. One milligram of

lysate was precleared with control agarose resin and then

subjected to immunoprecipitation on a rotation shaker at

4 °C overnight. Antigens bound to the antibody-coupled

agarose beads were washed with IP lysis buffer and with

1X conditioning buffer provided in the kit. Proteins were

then eluted with sample buffer and subjected to SDS/

PAGE, and western blotting was carried out with either

anti-c-Cbl or anti-EGFR antibodies (Cell Signaling).

Cycloheximide treatment

Ba/F3 cells expressing EGFR variants were treated either

with DMSO (the carrier) or with 1-lM erlotinib for the

indicated times, and lysates were collected for western blot-

ting. Alternatively, cells were treated either with DMSO or

erlotinib (1 lM) first, and 16 h later, protein synthesis was

blocked with freshly prepared cycloheximide (50-lg�mL�1

CHX; Sigma). Western blotting was carried out for total

EGFR and actin to visualize protein expression.

Fluorescence microscopy

Ba/F3 cells (0.5 9 106) were treated with DMSO or 1 lM
erlotinib for 18 h. From the treated plates, 1 9 105 cells

were suspended in PBS and collected on cytospin slides

(Lab Scientific, Inc., Highlands, NJ, USA) by centrifuga-

tion (3 min, 500 r.p.m.). Cells were fixed with 100% pre-

chilled methanol, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100,

blocked with 10% goat serum (Invitrogen) in PBS, and

incubated overnight at 4 °C with the anti-EGFR antibody

(Cell Signaling). Cells were incubated with secondary
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antibody (Alexa Fluor 594 anti-rabbit IgG; Invitrogen) and

were counterstained and mounted with antifade containing

40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Invitrogen). Micro-

graph images were acquired in the Moffitt Analytical

Microscopy Core with a Leica SP8 AOBS laser scanning

confocal microscope through a 63X/1.4NA Plan Apochro-

mat oil immersion objective lens (Leica Microsystems CMS

GmbH; Wetzlar, Germany). 405, 488, and 552 laser lines

were applied to excite the samples, and tunable emissions

were used to minimize cross talk between fluorochromes.

Images for each sample were captured with photomultiplier

detectors and LAS AF software version 2.6 (Leica Microsys-

tems).

Erlotinib pull-down assay

Ba/F3 L858R and Ba/F3 P848L cells were lysed as

described previously [28]. Immobilization of c-erlotinib and

affinity purifications were performed essentially as

described previously [29]. Experiments were performed in

duplicate using 5 mg protein per pull-down for both the

cell lysates. For competition controls, total cell lysates

(TLC) were pretreated with 20 lM erlotinib for 30 minutes

before addition of drug beads. The SDS/PAGE analysis

was performed as described previously [29].

Phospho-RTK array

A mouse phospho-receptor tyrosine kinase (p-RTK) array

kit including 39 RTKs was purchased from R&D systems

(Minneapolis, MN, USA). Serum-starved and EGF

(100 ng�mL�1)-induced cells were cultured in 10-cm2 cul-

ture plates. Cells were lysed, and 300 lg of protein was

used for western blotting according to the manufacturer’s

protocol. Activated receptors were matched according to

the phospho-RTK array coordinates.

Results

Expression and tyrosine phosphorylation status

of selected EGFR variants

Table 1 and Fig. 1A highlight the selected EGFR vari-

ants that were cloned into retroviral vectors and

expressed in the murine pro-B cell line, Ba/F3. In the

absence of an exogenous activated form of EGFR, Ba/

F3 cells are dependent on IL-3 for growth [25]. Fig-

ure 1B reveals the expression levels of the various

EGFR variant proteins following retroviral transduc-

tion, but prior to IL-3 withdrawal. Upon IL-3 with-

drawal, Ba/F3 cells infected with either pBabe-puro

empty vector or pBabe-EGFR WT failed to grow, as

expected [25]. Likewise, four tumor-derived EGFR

variants W731R, P741S, N196D, and I938M also

failed to drive the IL-3-independent growth of Ba/F3

cells. These variants that were not autophosphorylated

did not lead to downstream ERK activation (data not

shown), indicating that they are likely carrier muta-

tions. The remaining EGFR variants transformed Ba/

F3 cells and demonstrated similar doubling time to

that of the parental cells provided IL-3 (Table 1), indi-

cating that these cancer-derived variants are indeed

EGFR activating mutations. Figure 1C demonstrates

that EGFR Tyr992, one of the several known sites of

autophosphorylation within the cytoplasmic C-termi-

nal tail of EGFR [30], was not phosphorylated in WT

EGFR, as expected, whereas activating mutants were

all phosphorylated (with some variation). A down-

stream EGFR mediator, ERK, was also shown to be

phosphorylated/activated at Thr202/Tyr204 in cells

expressing the oncogenic mutants, but not WT EGFR

(Fig. 1C).

Sensitivity of EGFR mutants to TKIs

The sensitivity of the transforming EGFR variants to

erlotinib, osimertinib, and CL-387 785 (three clinically

relevant drugs targeting EGFR) was explored next. As

representative experiments show in Fig. S1A and

Table 1, the common activating mutants, L858R and

delE746_A750, and the less common del mutants,

delL747_P753insS and delT751_I759insN, are very

sensitive to erlotinib with IC50 values of < 20 nM. In

contrast, the exon 21 mutation L861Q (IC50, 36 nM) is

only moderately sensitive to erlotinib, as reported ear-

lier [5,31]. Among the rare mutants examined, T785I

(IC50, 12 nM) is sensitive to erlotinib and V834L (IC50,

99 nM) is somewhat resistant. S768insVGH (IC50,

814 nM) and P848L (IC50, > 1000 nM) were highly

resistant to erlotinib. We treated these two erlotinib-re-

sistant mutants with osimertinib and CL-387 785

along with L858R and T790M as controls (Fig. S1B,

C). As expected, L858R is sensitive to both drugs,

whereas T790M is resistant to CL-387 785 (IC50,

250 nM), but sensitive to osimertinib (IC50, 13 nM).

Rare mutant S768insVGH was sensitive to osimertinib

(IC50, 74 nM) and CL-387 785 (IC50, 63 nM; Table 1

and Fig. S1D). Interestingly, P848L was resistant to

osimertinib (IC50, 715 nM) and to CL-387 785 (IC50,

> 1000 nM; Table 1 and Fig. S1E).

Biochemical characterization of P848L

P848L has been reported earlier as a novel germline

EGFR variant, and cancer patients do not respond to

the EGFR TKIs [23,32–34]. To explore the mechanism

of P848L’s resistance to the tested TKIs, and to better
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understand how the biological effects of P848L differ

from other activating mutations, L858R-,

S768insVGH-, and P848L-expressing cells were treated

with increasing doses of erlotinib and osimertinib.

Autophosphorylation of EGFR at Tyr 992 and ERK

signaling was measured by western blotting. P848L is

autophosphorylated even at 1000-nM erlotinib or

osimertinib (Fig. 2C), whereas Tyr 992 phosphoryla-

tion of L858R (which is sensitive to both drugs) is

completely blocked at 50 nm of either drug (Fig. 2A).

Neither erlotinib nor osimertinib was able to com-

pletely inhibit the activation of ERK signaling in

P848L mutant, but were able to block ERK signaling

in L858R at 50 nM. Autophosphorylation of

S768insVGH (Fig. 2B) and autophosphorylation of

the downstream ERK were resistant to erlotinib, but

sensitive to osimertinib (inhibition observed at

200 nM). Erlotinib treatment reduced L858R expres-

sion in a dose-dependent manner, but did not change

the expression of mutants S768insVGH or P848L.

Rapid downregulation of L858R protein in lung can-

cer cell lines following erlotinib treatment is in accor-

dance with the previous findings [35].

To further characterize the effect of erlotinib treat-

ment on protein stability, cells expressing P848L or

L858R, as a control, were treated with either DMSO

or 1-lM erlotinib and cells were harvested at 4, 6, 8,

18, and 24 h post-treatment and subjected to western

blotting (Fig. 3A–D). Approximately, more than 80%

of L858R EGFR was lost by 24 h, whereas P848L

protein levels remained almost unaffected. Next,

L858R and P848L Ba/F3 cells were treated with

DMSO or 1 lM erlotinib for 16 h followed by treat-

ment with 50 lg�mL�1 CHX to stop protein synthesis.

As shown in Fig. 3A,C erlotinib treatment led to a

reduction of L858R expression in a time-dependent

manner, but failed to reduce the expression of P848L

protein (Fig. 3B,D). Quantification graph using IMAGEJ

software (Madison, WI, USA) is showing the remain-

ing level of EGFR in L858R (Fig. 3E) and the level of

EGFR in P848L (Fig. 3F) cells treated with erlotinib.

Nuclear localized EGFR has been associated with

disease progression and worse overall survival in

numerous cancers [36]. Because of this, Ba/F3 cells

expressing EGFR WT (grown with IL-3), L858R, or

P848L were also subjected to anti-EGFR immunofluo-

rescence after treatment with either DMSO or 1 lM
erlotinib for 18 h (Fig. 3G–I). In untreated cells, WT,

L858R, and P848L were primarily localized to the

outer plasma membrane. As expected from the western

blotting, we observe a significant decrease in

immunofluorescence of L858R following erlotinib

treatment (Fig. 3H). Conversely, P848L immunofluo-

rescence was undiminished following erlotinib treat-

ment (Fig. 3I). Nuclear translocation of EGFR after

erlotinib treatment was not observed in either L858R-

or P848L-expressing Ba/F3 cells (Fig. 3H–I). As

expected, WT EGFR was not affected by erlotinib

(Fig. 3G).

Next, using a previously described resin-linkable

erlotinib analog [37] we performed an affinity pull-

down assay. Lysates (5 mg) from L858R- and P848L-

Table 1. Characterization of EGFR variants. ND, not determined

EGFR variant Exon

Ba/

F3transforming

Doubling

time (h)

Erlotinib,

IC50, nM

Osimertinib,

IC50, nM

CL-

387 785,

IC50, nM References

delL747_P753insS 19 Yes 20.73 1.5 ND ND [21]

delT751_I759insN 19 Yes 19.6 9.3 ND ND [21]

delE746_A750 19 Yes 20.62 4.3 ND ND [1–4,6,24]

L861Q 21 Yes 18.95 36 ND ND [5,24,31]

T785I 20 Yes 18.75 12 ND ND [16–18,24,42]

V834L 21 Yes 17.29 99 ND ND [24,43,44]

L858R 21 Yes 20.29 16 2.6 0.20 [1–4,24]

T790M 20 Yes 19.89 > 1000 13 250 [10,11,13,59,60]

S768insVGH 20 Yes 18.85 814 74 63 [24]

P848L 21 Yes 18.00 > 1000 > 715 > 1000 [22,32,33]

W731R 19 No [20,24]

P741S 19 No [19,24]

N196Db 2–4 No [24]

I938Mb 23 No [24]

aN196D and I938M lie outside the EGFR kinase domain. N196D was observed in a carcinoid tumor, and I938M was observed in a squa-

mous, both were from cohort of Hispanic lung cancer patients [24].
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transduced Ba/F3 cells were subjected to erlotinib-

Sepharose pull-down assay and 1/3 of the erlotinib-

bound protein subjected to western blotting. Ten

micrograms of the TCL was loaded for reference. The

data (Fig. 4A) reveal that erlotinib pulled down detect-

able amounts of L858R, as expected, but could not

pull down detectable P848L. This observation suggests

that the P848L mutation causes drug resistance by

reducing the affinity to erlotinib. Autophosphorylation

plays an important role in EGFR signaling; therefore,

we examined tyrosine phosphorylation of L858R,

T790M, P848L, and S768insVGH at residues Y992,

Y1045, Y1068, and Y1173 and their respective down-

stream signaling ERK. The basal level of phosphoryla-

tion varied in different mutants. In contrast to

T790M, tyrosine phosphorylation of L858R at Y1045

and Y1068 was higher compared to Y992 and Y1173.

Phosphorylation levels at different tyrosine residues of

S768insVGH were in general indistinguishable

(Fig. 4B). In contrast, P848L showed a consistent and

similar level of autophosphorylation at Y992 and

Y1173, like L858R (Fig. 4B), but was not

p-EGFR @Tyr 992

EGFR

p-ERK

ERK

Actin

EGFR

Actin

-             -        0 .59    0.63      0.62     0.63     0.65     0.55       0.71      0.77     0.69      0.70

0.07       0.10      0 .54   0.55     0.97     1.09     0.92    2.12       2.84      1.46      1.31    1.22

p-EGFR/EGFR

p-ERK/ERK

A

B

C

Fig. 1. Expression and tyrosine phosphorylation status of selected EGFR variants. (A) This schematic represents tumor-derived EGFR

variants characterized within exons 19–21 of the EGFR tyrosine kinase domain. Common well-characterized mutations are indicated in black

below the central amino acid sequence, and rare/novel EGFR variants are indicated below the central amino acid sequences in blue. Two

variants (I938M and N196D) included in this study (see Table 1) reside outside the kinase domain. (B) Western blotting demonstrates the

expression levels of selected EGFR proteins in Ba/F3 cells. Actin served as a loading control. (C) Western blots for phospho-EGFR and

phospho-ERK were used to measure activated EGFR (via phospho-EGFR Tyr992 antibody, p-EGFR) and activated ERK (via phospho-ERK

Thr202/Tyr204 antibody, p-ERK). Total EGFR protein, ERK, and actin served as loading controls. Relative band intensities were determined

with ImageJ software, and phospho-EGFR and phospho-ERK were normalized against total EGFR and total ERK (indicated ratios are in

arbitrary units). Results are the representative of three independent experiments.
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autophosphorylated at Y1045 and to a lesser extent at

Y1068. ERK is also differentially phosphorylated in

these mutants (Fig. 4B). We next sought to determine

whether the receptor autophosphorylations of the vari-

ous mutants are ligand-dependent. For this experi-

ment, cells were serum-starved for 24 h and then

treated with EGF (100 ng�mL�1) for 30 min. As

shown in Fig. 4C, WT EGFR autophosphorylation is

activated at all three tyrosine residues upon EGF

treatment, as expected. EGF treatment also activated

T790M autophosphorylation at Y1045 and Y1068, but

did not affect Y992, which was constitutively phospho-

rylated without ligand stimulation. EGF treatment

induced low, but detectable, P848L phosphorylation at

Y1068, but was unable to induce detectable Y1045

phosphorylation. EGF treatment also induced the

L858R phosphorylation at Y992, Y1045, and Y1068

residues (Fig. 4C), and downstream ERK signaling

was also elevated when induced with ligand either in

WT EGFR or in mutant EGFRs, as expected

(Fig. 4C).

Y1045 is the docking site for the Cbl E3 ubiquitin

ligase, and phosphorylation at Y1045 of EGFR is nec-

essary for Cbl binding, and for receptor downregula-

tion and ubiquitination in vitro [30,38]. Cbl is recruited

through interactions with the GRB2 adaptor protein.

Therefore, lack of phosphorylation of Y1045 indicates

less affinity for Cbl binding. To further explore

whether the differences in the phosphorylation status

of tyrosine residues in the C-terminal tail of P848L

affect Cbl binding, co-immunoprecipitation was per-

formed either with an anti-c-Cbl antibody or with

anti-EGFR antibody and subsequent western blotting

with anti-EGFR or anti-c-Cbl. As shown in Fig. 4D

and Fig. S2A, c-Cbl was physically associated with

L858R both in the absence or in the presence of EGF

as reported earlier [39]. In contrast, constitutively acti-

vated P848L does not physically associate with c-Cbl

under the same experimental conditions. Expression of

total c-Cbl, GRB2, and EGFR was confirmed by west-

ern blot (Fig. 4E) in both the cell lines. Therefore, our

findings suggest that the unphosphorylated form of

Tyr 1045 in the P848L mutant contributes to the sta-

bility of this mutant by reducing its binding to Cbl.

Next, to evaluate the potential activation of bypass

pathways in P848L-driven Ba/F3 cells, we examined

the phosphorylation level of other RTKs, using a

mouse phospho-RTK array kit, in either serum-starved

or EGF-induced L858R- and P848L-expressing Ba/F3

cells. Phospho-RTK array experiments revealed a
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of EGFR variants to

TKIs. Three derived cell lines, (A) L858R,

(B) S768insVGH, and (C) P848L, were

subjected to western blots to measure

activated EGFR (via phospho-EGFR

Tyr992, p-EGFR) and activated ERK (via

phospho-ERK Thr202/Tyr204, p-ERK) after

treating for 24 h with the indicated

concentrations of erlotinib and osimertinib

(nM). Total EGFR protein, ERK, and actin

served as loading controls in all three

independent experiments.
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Fig. 3. Erlotinib treatment reduces the expression of the L858R protein, with no effect on P848L expression. (A) Ba/F3 L858R and (B) Ba/F3

P848L cells were treated with either DMSO (C—control) or 1 lM erlotinib (E) and were subjected to western blotting over time, as

indicated. The blots were scanned, and the EGFR bands were normalized against actin; relative values were quantified using ImageJ

software, and indicated ratios are in arbitrary units. (C) L858R and (D) P848L cells were treated, as indicated, with erlotinib for 16 h followed

by 50 lg�mL�1 CHX to stop protein synthesis, and levels of indicated proteins were determined by western blot analysis followed by a

semi-quantitative analysis by scanning of blots. Graphical plots of L858R (E) and P848L (F) are representative of two separate experiments,

and relative level of EGFR band intensities was measured using ImageJ software and normalized against actin. (G) Ba/F3 WT EGFR, (H) Ba/

F3 L858R, and (I) Ba/F3 P848L cells were treated, as indicated, for 18 h and subjected to confocal microscopy. Cells were fixed and stained

with EGFR antibody (red) and DAPI (blue, DNA dye). Representative 63X images (Scale bar = 10 lm) are presented (see Methods for

details), and the experiment was done twice.
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Fig. 4. Biochemical characterization of P848L. (A) Lysates (5 mg) from L858R and P848L transduced Ba/F3 cells were subjected to erlotinib-

Sepharose pull-down assay and 1/3 of the erlotinib-bound protein subjected to western blotting, see ‘PD’ lanes [[61]]. Ten micrograms of

TCL were loaded for reference. (B) Ba/F3 cells expressing EGFR WT, L858R, T790M, S768insVGH, and P848L were subjected to western

blot analysis to probe for phosphorylated EGFR at Tyr 992, Tyr 1045, Tyr 1068, and Tyr 1173 residues. (C) Ba/F3 cells expressing WT and

mutant EGFRs are serum-starved for 24 h and then stimulated with 100 ng�mL�1 of EGF for 30 min. Pellets were harvested, and lysates

were prepared and subjected to western blotting using the indicated antibodies. Total EGFR and actin served as loading controls for all the

experiments. Indicated band intensities of phosphorylated EGFRs and phosphorylated ERKs in Fig. (B) and (C) were normalized against total

EGFR and total ERK, respectively, using ImageJ software (indicated ratios are in arbitrary units). (D) L858R- and P848L-expressing Ba/F3

cells were serum-starved for 24 h prior to stimulation with 100 ng�mL�1 of EGF. Control cells (�) were serum-starved, but not stimulated

with EGF. One milligram of whole-cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with a c-Cbl antibody, followed by western blotting anti-EGFR

(upper panel) or anti-c-Cbl antibody which recognizes c-Cbl, as control (lower panel). (E) As described in (A), L858R- and P848L-expressing

Ba/F3 cells were serum-starved for 24 h prior to stimulation with EGF (100 ng�mL�1). Fifty micrograms of cell lysate was subjected to

western blotting using the indicated antibodies to EGFR, c-Cbl, and GRB2. Actin serves as loading control. The data are representative of

three independent experiments.
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similar level of phosphorylated EGFR in both EGF-

induced cell lines and less phosphorylated PDGFR in

P848L (Fig. S2C) compared to L858R (Fig. S2B)-ex-

pressing Ba/F3 cells, but there was no significant acti-

vation of other tested tyrosine receptor family kinases

in L858R or in P848L mutants.

EGFR variants differ in sensitivity to targeted

compounds

To identify optimal therapeutic approaches for the

identified EGFR TKI-resistant variants L858R and

S768insVGH, we performed viability assays in the

presence of 0.1 and 1 lM of nearly 300 clinically rele-

vant targeted compounds. Most of the compounds in

the library are FDA-approved or are in clinical devel-

opment and have multiple target classes such as

EGFRi, JAKi, mTORi, MEKi PI3Ki, AKTi, and

ERKi. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering revealed

that the three tested mutants showed distinct biological

responses toward the 300 tested compounds at each

dose (Fig. S3A,B). To narrow the focus, the first prin-

cipal component was calculated for both the 0.1 lM
(Fig. S3C) and 1 lM (Fig. S3D) treatments and the

top 30 drugs contributing to the variance were com-

pared. Again, this analysis suggested that all three

variants had distinct sensitivities; however, Fig. S3D

reveals that JAK inhibitors were highly selective for

inhibition of P848L.

In Fig. 5A,B, we specifically explore two clinically

relevant JAK1/2 inhibitors AZD1480 and ruxolitinib

in viability assays. As expected from the screening

results, L858R is resistant to both the drugs (IC50,

> 1000 nM) likely via direct phosphorylation of

STAT5, as reported [40]; however, P848L is sensitive;

AZD1480 IC50 is 135 nM, and ruxolitinib IC50 is

256 nM. Next, we sought to determine whether JAK2

is activated in P848L but not in L858R. Data in

Fig. 5C demonstrate that P848L, and not L858R,

induces a high level of phosphorylated JAK2

(Fig. 5C). The basal level of JAK1 and JAK2 expres-

sions was also equivalent in both L858R and P848L

cell lines (Fig. 5C). Next, we explored the biological

significance of JAK1/2 inhibition on P848L mutants

and assessed the status of downstream signaling mole-

cules, such as ERK and STAT3/5 [30] in Ba/F3 P848L

and L858R cells. We treated both cell lines with

AZD1480 and ruxolitinib (Fig. 5D–G), as well as with

EGFR TKI erlotinib (Fig. S4A,B). JAK1/2 inhibition

blocked STAT3/5 and ERK signaling downstream of

P848L EGFR (Fig. 5E and Fig. S4C) within 1 h in a

dose-dependent manner. Interestingly, within 1 h of

treatment with either drug the phosphorylated EGFR

and total EGFR have increased in P848L-expressing

cells, but with no significant change observed in

L858R mutants, which is in accordance with the previ-

ous findings of increased EGFR signaling by JAK2

inhibition in established TKI-resistant NSCLC cells

in vitro and in primary tumors due to the surface

abundance of EGFR [41]. Phosphorylation of P848L

EGFR and phosphorylation of downstream signaling

molecules signal transduction and activator of tran-

scription (STAT) and ERK are inhibited within 24 h

(Fig. 5G) with increasing doses of either drug. As

expected, neither AZD1480- nor ruxolitinib-inhibited

L858R autophosphorylation (Fig. 5D,F) inhibition of

downstream effector signaling pathways ERK and

JAK/STAT was minimal at both time intervals tested

(Fig. 5F and Fig. S5A). At the same time, autophos-

phorylation of P848L (Fig. S5B) and autophosphoryla-

tion of the downstream effectors STAT3/5 and ERK

seemed to decrease insignificantly but completely

inhibited in L858R EGFR (Fig. S5A)-expressing Ba/

F3 cells when treated with increasing doses of erlotinib

within 1 h of treatment.

Discussion

The current work addresses the molecular characteri-

zation of selected EGFR variants listed in Table 1

Fig. 5. EGFR variants differ in sensitivity to targeted compounds. (A, B) The sensitivity of EGFR variants (L858R and P848L) to JAK1/2Is

(AZD1480 and ruxolitinib) was evaluated using a high-throughput CellTiter-Glo. Errors bars represent standard deviation. The specific drug

concentrations used were 10 000, 2000, 400, 80, 16, 3.2, 0.64, and 0.128 nM. Briefly, 1000 cells�well�1 were seeded into black clear-

bottom 384-well plates. Inhibitors were added immediately after seeding. Cells were incubated for 3 days prior to analysis with CellTiter-Glo

luminescent reagent. Plates were read on an M5 Spectramax plate reader; cell viability was normalized to vehicle-treated wells and fit to a

sigmoidal dose–response curve using GRAPHPAD PRISM 6. Experiments were performed in triplicate. (C) Total expressions of JAK1, JAK2, and

phospho JAK2 (pY-JAK2) in Ba/F3-expressing L858R and P848L were measured by western blotting, and actin serves as loading control.

Ba/F3 cells expressing either L858R or P848L EGFR mutation were treated for 1 h. (D, E) and 24 h. (F, G) with the indicated concentrations

of JAKi’s AZD1480 and ruxolitinib, and autophosphorylations of EGFR at Tyr992, p-STAT5 at Tyr 694, and p-ERK were measured by western

blotting. Total EGFR, STAT5, ERK, and actin served as loading controls for each experiment. Experiments were done in triplicate, and

quantification of phosphorylated EGFR against total EGFR was done using ImageJ software, and using the same software, total EGFR was

normalized against actin. Indicated ratios are in arbitrary units. Experiments were performed in triplicate.
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using the Ba/F3 transformation system. While we rec-

ognize the limitations of this approach, over 1000 pub-

lications have utilized Ba/F3 cells as a very powerful

in vitro model system to study RTKs, such as EGFR.

Since most novel EGFR mutations are identified from

nucleic acids derived from fixed tissues, it is generally

necessary to create novel artificial expression vectors

corresponding to these sequences that can be

expressed in cells at relatively consistent levels in a

high-throughput manner. Ba/F3 cells provide a way to
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systematically measure the transforming capacity of

newly identified kinase mutations, and then to profile

drug candidates and compound libraries in high-

throughput fashion. Since the Ba/F3 cells are com-

pletely dependent upon the activity of the expressed

oncoprotein for growth, off-target drug effects are

completely accounted for by comparing with cells

grown on IL-3. The vigorous growth and the relatively

high levels of protein expression of oncogenes in the

Ba/F3 system also facilitate mechanistic studies, when

they are called for. Four of the rare EGFR variants

characterized (P741S, W731R, N196D, and I938M)

are likely passenger mutations as those mutants failed

to transform Ba/F3 cells. Two of these, P741S and

W731R, have been previously reported, but not func-

tionally characterized. W731R was reported earlier in

a Japanese adenocarcinoma patient where it co-oc-

curred with an established activating point mutation,

G719C [20]. The P741S mutation (in exon 19) was

reported previously as a single mutation in basal cell

and breast carcinoma [19]. In our previous study [24],

the P741S variant co-occurred with T785I variant in

the same patient. Since T785I variant transformed Ba/

F3 cells while the P741S variant did not, T785I is

likely the driver mutation when these two variants

coexist. The mutations N196D and I938M, both of

which lie outside the core EGFR kinase domain, may

be passenger mutations as well, since N196D and

I938M did not transform Ba/F3 cells.

Exon 20 mutations are often associated with resis-

tance to TKIs [10]. Among the exon 20 mutations

characterized, T785I was sensitive to erlotinib (IC50,

12 nM), whereas S768insVGH was insensitive (IC50,

814 nM). The T785I mutation has been previously

observed in various cancers [16–18,42], but none of

these studies addressed whether it was a driving muta-

tion or the sensitivity of the patients to TKIs. Interest-

ingly, a novel del/ins mutation in exon 20,

S768insVGH, was sensitive to osimertinib (IC50,

74 nM), but fairly insensitive to first-generation TKIs,

which supports previous findings that exon 20 del/ins

mutations are resistant to the first-generation TKIs [1].

The exon 21 mutation V834L has been previously

observed [24,43,44], but has not been characterized in

detail. In Ba/F3 cells, V834L was transforming and

was moderately sensitive to erlotinib (IC50, 99 nM),

suggesting that patients with this variant are cancer-

causing and that the patient might benefit from erloti-

nib or a higher order TKI.

In our most unexpected result, a previously identi-

fied [22] EGFR variant, P848L, was found to be trans-

forming and resistant to multiple EGFR TKIs. P848L

was first reported as a novel germline variant in a lung

adenocarcinoma patient who progressed on gefitinib

[22]. An early study examined P848L in vitro and

observed that it was not autophosphorylated at Y-

1092 and did not activate AKT [45] concluding that

P848L is likely a polymorphism and not an activating

mutation. A later in vitro study [33] found P848L to

be autophosphorylated and resistant to gefitinib, rela-

tive to L858R. Taken together, these results suggest

that the biological activity of P848L may depend on

the cellular context.

The population frequency of the P848L variant is

very low; only 5 individuals among 121 292 tested

have the variant1 (for reference the T790M gatekeeper

variant, which is also transforming in the Ba/F3 sys-

tem, is observed in 56 healthy individuals among

120 958 tested). Among cancer patients, P848L has

been described in 16 carcinoma patients in Catalogue

of Somatic Mutations in Cancer, and according to the

available data, the frequency of P848L mutation found

in cancer patients is about 0.6%.2 There is an interest-

ing clinical case study, which reported that EGFR

P848L is a passenger SNP in cis position with the

much more common EGFR L858R [46].

In clinical studies, P848L has been reported in

patients that showed no response to EGFR TKIs

[23,32–34]. One study demonstrates that it co-occurred

as a somatic mutation with L858R in a primary lung

adenocarcinoma and its lymph node metastasis [47]. A

primary cell line generated from a NSCLC patient tis-

sues with a P848L mutation formed tumors in nude

mice and showed anchorage-independent growth in

soft agar [48]. Although these clinical cases do not

prove a causative role for P848L, our current work

suggests that P848L could be an oncogenic contributor

[49] and responsible for the poor response observed in

these patients to first-generation TKIs and thus worthy

of biological characterization.

The very C-terminal portion of the EGFR receptor,

following the kinase domain, is a long tail segment

with more than 200 residues that contains several tyro-

sine residues that undergo autophosphorylation and

serve as docking sites for effector proteins that trans-

mit signals further downstream [50]. We demonstrate

that the P848L is not phosphorylated at Y1045. The

lack of Y0145 phosphorylation appears to abolish

P848L’s capacity to bind c-Cbl, which normally leads

to receptor ubiquitination and degradation following

EGFR activation [38]. This is not unprecedented as

1http://exac.broadinstitute.org/variant/7-55249071-C-T, search

performed July 24, 2019.
2https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/mutation/overview?xml:id=

22943, search performed July 20, 2018.
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one study [39] showed that EGFRvIII, an EGFR

variant bearing an internal in-frame del in its external

domain [51], is unphosphorylated or hypophosphory-

lated at Tyr 1045 and fails to associate with c-Cbl,

with concomitant failure to undergo ubiquitination

and degradation.

Viability assay using a library of drugs revealed that

P848L-driven Ba/F3 cells are specifically sensitive to

JAK1/2 inhibitors and resistant to TKIs, unlike the

acquired T790M mutation which shows sensitivity to

osimertinib [11]. JAK/STAT signaling pathway has

been implicated by several groups as a modulator of

response and resistance to EGFR TKIs [41,52–54].

JAK2 inhibition abrogates proliferation in NSCLC cell

lines, including those that are TKI-resistant [55], and

several reports showed that inhibition of STAT3 and

STAT5 suppresses the growth of cancer cells and

enhances the sensitivity to anticancer drugs in multiple

types of cancers [30,56–58]. We find that JAK1/2 inhi-

bitors are able to specifically attenuate EGFR receptor

signaling in P848L-expressing Ba/F3 cells and also

inhibit two parallel downstream signaling pathways

MAPK/ERK and JAK/STAT. This finding implies

that TKI-resistant P848L EGFR variant can be tar-

geted using a JAK/STAT pathway inhibitors.

Our results support the conclusions that the rare

EGFR germline variant P848L contributes to cellular

transformation and predicts a lack of response to clini-

cally relevant TKIs and that patients with the P848L

variant may benefit from JAK inhibitors.
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